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Spring Term - Issue 58

MANCHESTER ISLAMIC
GRAMMAR SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
DEALING WITH COVID - 19
CORONAVIRUS –WORKING FROM HOME
MIGSG has gone virtual overnight in this pandemic and students have been
accessing work through the virtual world. For some it’s been a joy, but many have
missed the classroom, both teachers and students alike. Our students have been
working extremely hard from home attending lessons from the virtual world. We
are proud of how quickly they have adapted to the new learning method in such
unprecedented times. Thank you for the support of parents too. We hope everyone
stays safe and healthy during the lockdown.

Comments from some parents on the home learning experience:

“At a time of huge uncertainty my daughters’ experience of academic and emotional support from MIGSG has been truly heartwarming. From the start she has been
receiving reassuring messages from teachers and enough guided and structured
work to assure her that her education will not be compromised. At the same time
the teachers have continued to show empathy and understanding at how confusing
this time might be for the girls and have been checking in with them to make sure
they’re ok and not feeling overwhelmed. A virtual classroom was quickly set up for
a purely non academic purpose to allow the girls to stay connected and share
reminders and fun ideas. As a working parent this has proved a huge relief knowing
the school is a continuing to embrace our daughters’ wellbeing in every way”.

-Year 10 parent
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HEAD TEACHER’S ADDRESS
SPRING 2020
Dear Parents/Guardians and Friends of MIGSG
Assalamu’Alaikum
I pray that you are all in the best of health and
Imaan, Insha’Allah.
As usual this term we have been very busy with
many activities and events taking place and as always
looking forward to sharing them with you in our
spring newsletter. Unfortunately we have been
struck with this pandemic; no one would have
thought that we would have to endure this in our
lifetime. This pandemic has caused our school and I
am sure many organisations to move away from their
normal routine and put in place measures to
accommodate staff, students and parents, therefore
we have put together a condensed newsletter.
Insha’Allah once everything returns back to normal
we will inform you of all activities that have taken
place in and out of school.
We hope that the situation will be resolved as soon
as possible, and that we will all remain safe and well
until things get back to normal. My prayers go out to
all those families that have been affected by this
pandemic. These are very trying times for everybody,
students, staff and parents, and I would like to thank
you all for your support during this very difficult
period.
As you know, all staff, both teaching and nonteaching, have been working extremely hard to
support your daughters’ education during the school
closure. Teachers have been working tirelessly to
provide the best possible service under these
unprecedented circumstances, setting and marking
work, and responding to individual student queries.
This will continue until we receive further
instructions from Government regarding re-opening
the school.

The vast majority of the students
are to be commended for the
effort they have been putting in
to make the most of this new way
of learning. Most have been
working very hard, and are
communicating well with their
teachers; it is important that they
continue to complete all work set, so that they are
not at a disadvantage when the school finally
reopens.
You will be aware that GCSE examinations have
been cancelled for this academic year, and that exam
boards will be awarding grades based on information
provided by the schools. Again teachers will be very
busy putting together Year 11 students’ estimated
grades, previous achievement and current learning.
Therefore, it is imperative that Year 11 students
continue to put maximum effort into their work
during these last few weeks, so that teachers have up
to date material on which to base their predictions.
It is very important students taking GCSEs continue
to submit work during this period so not to be at a
disadvantage.
Finally, Insha’Allah I hope and pray that we are all
safe and continuously abide by government
guidelines. WE have now entered the blessed month
of Ramadan and we should use this time to supplicate
to Allah (SWT), that ease is granted for all mankind,
remembering family, friends, neighbours and all staff
and students in your duas, May Allah’s (SWT)
guidance be with us all, Ameen.
I take this opportunity to thank you once again for
your continued support, and to wish you all
Ramadan Mubarak.
Walaikumasalaam,
Mona Mohamed
Head Teacher
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THANK YOU NHS
Some of our students and their families have been coming out of their houses on
Thursdays at 8pm to clap with the nation and thank all NHS workers. They shared
with each other the amazing feeling of community spirit and unity which put them
in high spirits too.
On behalf of everyone at MIGSG we are thankful for the amazing sacrifices and work going on the
frontlines in the NHS and also for what those behind the scenes are doing to keep us all safe.

LIBRARY NEWS
Why a book club in the library
Book Club is held each Friday during lunchtime for alternative year
groups each week. The members of the Book Club pick a book and read it together in the library or at home
individually during the week. They then meet in the book club and discuss what they have read. Cakes and
biscuits are provided. In our book club the students, sitting in small groups in the library, eagerly hold a
discussion without formal comprehension questions or post-reading exercises.
The result has been increased levels of reading for pleasure, wider vocabulary, and the practice of
higher-order thinking skills, such as analyzing and evaluating stories and the ideas in them.
Other benefits of the book club include:
Boosts Teamwork Skills
Helps students to grow closer to one another and to work more efficiently, building stronger working
relationships. It helps build trust when students share and debate ideas.

Book Fair
We held our annual book fair in December 2019, with a mixture of fiction
and non- fiction books on sale.
The book fair was a success, generating £571.66 in
total. As MIGSG is entitled to 40% of the amount
raised, we were given books to the value of £228.66,
which were put on the library’s shelves for students
to browse. The students were involved in choosing the books selected.
We also held a competition during the book fair by which the person spending the
most won a £25 book voucher. The winner in 2019-20 was Sama Sweed from 8H.
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ALBUKHARY ISLAMIC ART GALLERY
During a day trip to London on 10th
January, Year 10 students visited the
AlBukhary Islamic Art Gallery and
completed a workshop on different periods
of Islamic rule, and how Islam spread far

and wide, seeing the impressive array of
rich artefacts and art the Islamic world
was known for once upon a time. The students were gratified to see that their roots
and heritage are permanently represented
in the British Museum.

ALUMNI GUEST – MARYAM DUALE
While our students were in London visiting public
services, and attending workshops at parliament, they
had an opportunity to meet one of our alumni
ex- students, Maryam, who works for the government.
She talked about her journey to the civil service and
gave an insight into what life in Whitehall is like. We
are very proud of her and the students found her
hugely inspiring.

ALUMNI SESSION
As part of our Year 11 Preparation for Leaving MIGSG
Programme, we had an ex student, Aleena, come back
to school to talk to our students about the process of
applying to and fitting in to college. The girls had lots
of questions for her on what to look forward to and
what to watch out for. Thank you to Aleena for coming
back to deliver this very useful session. We are hoping
to have Year 11 back to school when everything is
back to normal, to say a proper goodbye to them and to
celebrate their 5 years at MIGSG Insha'Allah.
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AUSTRALIAN BUSH FIRES
During the devastating bushfires in Australia
earlier in the year, an assembly was delivered by
students passionate about climate change,
informing students of the crisis in Australia and
how 1 billion animals have died. The assembly
ended with a prayer for all in Australia.

BBC YOUNG REPORTER FESTIVAL
Our budding journalist student body participated in the BBC
Young Reporter Festival on Monday 9th March 2020. They had
the opportunity of having a tour of Media City, a session on the
art of storytelling, and hearing from journalists, reporters and
authors. It was a great opportunity for the students, and we are
looking forward to seeing what they put together in school for
the student newspaper.
#BBCYoungReporter

COMMUNITY SPONSORSHIP PROGRAMME
Thank you to all parents and community members that
attended the community sponsorship meeting on Tuesday
4th February to discuss how to support the needs of a Syrian
refugee family coming to settle in the UK. We will be in
touch with another date for those that couldn’t attend and
under the current circumstances of a world pandemic we
will pick this up in the next academic term Insha'Allah.
Thank you to Citizens UK for arranging this for us.
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BRAVE WORKSHOP
Our students had a workshop
on extremism, gangs and
knife crime on 20th January.
Jacob , who who shared his
life story of being recruited
into a gang, and spending
time in and out of prison, was particularly well received by all the students and staff. It was a very informative workshop for all students.
Thank you to BRAVE and Samiya Butt from Manchester City Council for
facilitating this workshop for us.

WORLD RELIGION DAY
INTERFAITH VISIT TO THE BUDDHIST CENTRE
As part of providing a religious
ethos education at MIGSG, we
give students an opportunity to
visit other places of worship to
find out about different
religions and learn to respect
and tolerate one another. Over
the five years students get to
visit the places of worship of all
major faiths.
Year 11 started the visits by going to the local Buddhist centre. They had a tour of the centre, learnt about
the key Buddhist beliefs and the art of meditation. Thank you for hosting our students.

E-SAFETY SESSION - PARENTS
Thank you to all the parents who attended the e-safety
session at school in February. It was well attended and
much needed. It is always surprising for parents to hear
about the different apps young people access these
days, as well as learning about monitoring devices
responsibly. More information on e-safety can be
found on our website and we will hopefully be
running the session again in the future.
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WORLD CANCER
DAY
For World Cancer Day and Sending a Card to
a Friend Day, we got staff, students and some
parents writing heartfelt cards to send to
cancer patients, to bring a smile to their face
during times
of hardship.
From Me to
You is a
campaign set up to do something
similar. One teacher made beautiful
cards for everyone to write messages
on.

“FOR THE LOVE ALLAH…..”
For a form activity in March,
students received chocolates
hearts and had to complete the
sentence “I love Allah.....”.

It was interesting to see students
reflect on their relationship with
Allah(swt) and come up with
some really profound statements
of why they love Allah(swt). May
the love of Allah(swt) remain in
their hearts always.

GUEST SPEAKER - IBN ALI MELLER
For an assembly in February we had a motivational
guest speaker Ibn Ali Meller, who came to fame when a
video showing him breaking up a fight amongst youths
in America went viral. He spoke about the importance
of the role of women and how each one of the students
was a ‘somebody’ who could make a positive difference
in the world. Thank you to Br Altaf and Human Appeal
for arranging the assembly; the students found it really
beneficial.
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GRESSWELL PRIMARY SCHOOL VISIT
We had Year 6 students visiting us
from Gresswell Primary school in
Denton. They have been learning
about Islam in school and participated
in different workshops including:
Writing Arabic letters
Learning to write their name in Arabic
Geometric workshop
Hijab tutorial
Tour of the school
Watching the prayer
Learning about Wudu and the 5
pillars of Islam.
We hope the students enjoyed
the day and look forward to the
next class visiting us soon
Insha'Allah

SCHOOL LINKING PROGRAMME
GCSE students from MIGSG took part
in a school linking program for
religious studies at Hazel Grove High
School. The Year 11 students were able
to share some knowledge on Islam and
the 6 articles of faith as well as share
exam techniques and skills. A huge
well done to the girls for being
confident and efficient.

SEND A CARD TO A FRIEND DAY
It was #SendACardToAFriendDay on 7th
February and students loved making
cards and giving them to their friends.
Sometimes you just need a handmade
card with words of kindness to make
someone’s day.
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HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL WEEK
For Holocaust Memorial Day our students were joined by Rabbi Warren
Elf MBE and Yusuf Tai MBE to talk
about the holocaust and what led up to
it, and how we should stand together
against hatred. It was a moving message
from Rabbi Warren sharing his own
family history too. Thank you to them
both for delivering this workshop.

During the day, students remembered those that lost
their lives in the holocaust and the many genocides
since then, as well as looking at how they can make the
world a better place without hatred.
They discussed and prepared pledges on how they will
stand together with those who face hate from today
onwards. They shared thoughts about having the
courage to speak out against those that share hatred
online, especially if they know of each other.

PERIOD POVERTY

NO NAME CALLING WEEK

Year 11 delivered an assembly on ‘period

15-19th January was ‘No Name-calling Week’ whereby

poverty’ and shared a powerful video on how

9 Jenan delivered a very engaging and informative

some girls in the UK miss school because they
can’t afford sanitary products. Although the UK

assembly on no name-calling and what Islam says
about ridiculing people too. The students got the

government will be providing sanitary towels in

whole school to reflect on words good and bad they

some schools, our students will be collecting

have been called and the impact it has had on them.

sanitary towels for women who are homeless.

Thank you 9J and their form tutors, Mrs Sulieman and

This was one of the last campaigns that the Year

Mrs Saunders, for an amazing assembly Masha'Allah.

11 were doing and Insha'Allah we can carry it on
afterwards.
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JANAZAH PRAYER
Year 9 students are learn
about janazah prayer and had
a practical lesson on it. With
a teacher under the kafn
shroud to make it more
realistic, students got to learn
the janazah prayer. May it be
a lesson they remember for
the janazah they attend in the
future

KASHMIR SOLIDARITY DAY
Year 10 GCSE
Urdu students
attended an event
commemorating
Kashmir Solidarity
Day on 5th
February, organised by the Pakistani Consulate. Students got to
listen to speeches in Urdu from key signatories including the
Lord Mayor of Manchester. They got to learn about the plight of
the people of Kashmir, especially those still in a curfew after 185
days. It was a good event for the students to practise their Urdu speaking and listening skills, as well as
sample the cuisines on offer for lunch.

MOTHER LANGUAGE DAY
Mother Language Day took place in February and 9S
students delivered an assembly on the love of the
mother tongue, presenting different signs saying “I
love my language” in their native languages. We are a
school of diverse Muslim backgrounds where over 20
different languages are spoken at home — something
to celebrate and share.

And of His signs is the creation of the heavens and the
earth and the diversity of your languages and your
colors. Indeed in that are signs for those of knowledge.
(30:22)
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MANCHESTER MUSEUM – CANAL VISIT
Year 10 GCSE Geography students enjoyed a day at the Manchester Museum,
with a team from Birmingham University studying the local Manchester
canals, as well as how the artefacts were transported and found in the canals.
It was a really interesting day for the students exploring parts of the museum
that is closed to the public at the
moment too. Thank you to
Manchester Museum for delivering
this workshop

MANCHESTER UNITED FOOTBALL MATCH
Some of our students who have been
staying behind every week for two
years for karate club were given a night
off karate, to enjoy a football match at
Old Trafford, the “theatre of dreams”
where Manchester United beat Wolves
in an FA cup replay. The students really
enjoyed the evening; for some it was
their first time seeing a live football
match.
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UMRAH

A group of 49 people including students, staff, and
community members completed their Umrah in
February 2020. They had an opportunity to not
only perform umrah, but also to carry out extra acts
of ibadah and random acts of kindness, including
visiting museums and exhibitions. We are proud of
all the students who completed more than one
umrah. May Allah(Swt) accept it from them, their
families and reward them immensely in this life and
next.
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H TRIP 2020
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SAUDI DESERT NIGHT

On the last night in Madina on the Umrah trip, the students enjoyed,a traditional Saudi desert night with
traditional food, reminders, activities, camp fire, marshmallows and hot chocolate as well as racing each
other on the quad bikes. The students deserved this special night after 10 days of Ibadah.

WOMEN’S LEADERSHIP TRAINING
Some of our students attended a women’s
leadership and organisational training session
facilitated by Citizens UK. They had the
opportunity to learn different leadership strategies
and the art of networking, as well as how to
mobilise people for different campaigns,
benefitting from the wealth of experience in the
room. Thank you to Furqan Naeem and Citizens
UK for inviting and our students. And giving them
this invaluable experience.
facebook.com/mihsfg
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WORLD HIJAB DAY ON 1ST FEBRUARY

Our students get to experience wearing the hijab as part of their uniform,
even if they don’t wear it at home. We marked the day by giving all
students a certificate of excellence for wearing it every day in school.
Students in Year 7 got a hijab as a gift with a message of being proud and
not allowing the Hijab to stop them from doing anything.
Students in all year groups also completed a questionnaire anonymously to
see how many students in school wear hijab
outside of school and to record some of the best
things that have happened to them wearing it, and
unfortunately some of the worst.
We hope the hijab is their cape in the world and
that they are inspired by those that have broken
glass ceilings with a hijab on.

UNICEF BRONZE AWARD
We are proud to
announce that we are
now a UNICEF Rights
Respecting school and
have achieved the
bronze award
Alhamdulilah.

We are on our way to achieving the silver and hopefully one day the gold
award. The UNICEF Rights Respecting Schools Award highlights the
importance of the UN convention on the rights of the child (UNRC) and
how we embed these in our curriculum and whole school ethos.
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MOTIVATIONAL SPEECH – RESPECT
A motivational speech was delivered every Monday before the school
closed and the following was a really good reminder given by Noor on
‘respect.’ It was a very thought provoking and apt reminder.
She said:

“It goes without saying that respect is important. When you respect others, you respect yourself. It doesn’t matter where you come from, the
house you live in, or the clothes that you wear, the way you treat other
people, tells all. It’s a true reflection of the person YOU are.
So strive to make that person a beautiful person. Beauty on the exterior is
nothing if it doesn’t come with beauty on the interior, because your beauty on the outside will fade with
time, but beauty on the inside will shine through. How you choose to treat others won’t just last a lifetime,
it’ll last beyond that.
Don’t be the reason someone is hurt, be the reason someone is making Du’a for you.
There’s a common saying, “you reap what you sow.” You gain respect through the way you respect others.
Notice that respect isn’t limited by anything. What I mean is that respect is towards everybody, of any age,
background and religion.

NSPCC NUMBER DAY
NSPCC Number Day is a fun free maths day on 1st
February. A perfect way to create awareness on
how to protect children from abuse and where to
turn to for help. All students participated in fun,
engaging mathematical activities surrounded with
the NSPCC ethos.

“We enjoyed NSPCC Number Day. It increased
our mathematical knowledge. It was fun and
engaging. We also learnt how NSPCC helps
thousands of children and that on average they
receive a phone call every 25 seconds. They help
anyone and everyone. I would love to help them
when I am older.” Maria and Natir
Thank you to the maths dependent for running the
NSPCC Number Day in their lessons.
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WINTER FAIR – PTFA
One of the first events that was organised this year by the PTFA was the
winter fair .
Thank you to
everyone who
attended ; it was a
great way to enjoy a
winter BBQ and a
huge variety of food.
The event was
organised by the
PTFA and proceeds will go towards a rain shelter for
the students in the front of the school InshaAllah.

STAFF SUNNAH IFTAR
We’ve been holding a sunnah iftar programme for
students every Monday and Thursday since
beginning of December, culminating in an iftar for
staff who have been staying after school throughout
the programme. Jazakallahkhair. May Allah accept it
from them.

STUDENT SUNNAH IFTARS
Thank you to the parents that
have been cooking for the
sunnah iftars for students and
staff . The sunnah iftar
programme will be carrying
on when we return to school
InshaAllah.
The photo shows some
students learning to open their
iftar with chop sticks and
noodles. May it be accepted
from everyone.
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QURAN READING
During registration on Monday mornings, students
get a chance to start the week with some blessings
from the Quran. In every form students recite a few
ayahs each to practise their recitation too. Now that
we are temporarily closed, they have been receiving
reminders at home to read Quran. May the blessings
and words of the Quran be with them always.

RANDOM ACTS OF KINDNESS
How to end the week MIGSG
style! With random acts of
kindness messages for all
students to find on the lockers
as they leave school, put
together by Year 10 students.
We hope it brought a smile to
the students’ faces.

TEDDY BEAR APPEAL FOR CHILDRENS HOSPITAL
Year 10 have been collecting new teddy
bears to give as gifts to Manchester
Children’s Hospital, especially to ward 84
where young cancer patients. Are treated.
Thank you for everyone’s donations; we
have collected quite a few, but due to the
current unprecedented circumstances in
the world, we cannot deliver them yet, but
are hoping to do so as soon as everything
gets back to normal. Well done to Year 11
for running a great campaign in school.
May it be accepted from them and may
they be rewarded immensely.
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SPAIN TRIP
Students in Years 9 and 10 recently went on a
Islamic History trip to Spain, taking in Seville,
Cordoba and Granada, visiting key museums and
monuments of Andalucia. All returned safely and
in good health back to their families after what
turned out to be a bit more of an adventure than
planned, with Spain going into lockdown two
days into the trip. The students dealt with this
disconcerting turn of events with so much
bravery and perseverance, and fortunately
still got to see the wonders of Andalucia We
are proud of how well all the students coped
with the uncertainty of the situation.
From the Trustees:
The Board of Trustees would like to add
their voice to the bravery, patience and resilience
of these girls. They are a credit to their parents
and their community. May Allah swt always keep
them safe and provide them with an abundance of
sabr and good health. Ameen. The three staff
members who accompanied these girls deserve an
even higher accolade: their hard work and diligence, at times when faced with difficulty and
responsibility of great proportion, deservesthe
highest praise. Words will not do enough justice
to their sense of responsibility and for delivery of
their obligation to ensure safety and well being of
their charges. May Allah swt give them reward in
this world and the hereafter. Ameen.
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TIME TO TALK DAY
On February 6th at
school we stopped
lessons at the same time for few minutes to talk about one
bad thing that had happened that week and one good thing.
The idea was for a few minutes to stop everything and talk
to one another. The students obviously loved lessons being
disrupted and being officially allowed to talk. But overall it
made them think and reflect .
One student shared that on the way to school she found £1
bought a sandwich with it and gave it to a homeless guy in the street.
#TimetoTalk

TREE PLANTING – CHORLTON MEDICAL CENTRE

Our Eco-Warriors spent a couple of hours on Friday
14th February planting trees and gardening at the local
medical centre in Chorlton, where the organisation
Sow the City were setting up a community garden. The
students thoroughly enjoyed getting their hands dirty
and leaving their mark., as well as the added bonus of
planting trees being a sadaqah jariyah (continuous
charity) for them.
Thank you to Emily at the Sow the City for getting our
students involved and engaged.
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SAFER INTERNET DAY TODAY
‘Free to be me: exploring identity online’.

Students on 4th February completed activities
on using emojis about representation and
diversity in their IT lessons. Staff had to guess
the app in a staff meeting, and most could only
guess 4 out of 15 apps!
Guidance on keeping safe online can be found
on our school website.

WORLD BOOK DAY
World Book Day at MIGSG is always a creative affair.
Students and staff dressed as female characters, with
book sales happening in school, as
well as teachers sharing the book
they are reading at the moment.
Students also had an opportunity
to become book fairies and leave
new books as gifts for members of
the public in the city centre, at the iconic book steps in
Spinning fields. We hope they went to good homes and people
enjoyed the books. The students were excited to share them.

YOUTH CLIMATE CHANGE
Our Year 9 students attended the Youth
Climate Change Action summit on
17th January, learning from key figures
and politicians about Manchester
City Council’s pledge re climate
change. Students took part in
different workshops and learnt
from several
other schools
and delegates on how
they can battle climate change in school
and make some sustainable changes.
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CORONAVIRUS AND MIGSG
During this unprecedented time it is important
to ensure that both students and their families
are all safe. The government guidance as of
beginning of April below is really important to
follow. But more so is ensuring the mental and
physical well-being of all during these
uncertain times.
Some tips to help:
-Talk to your daughters about the coronavirus,
if they have any worries or concerns regarding
it
-Ensure they are getting some time to speak to
family and friends they aren’t able to see
-Have a structure in place during the locked
down will keep them focused.
We pray that everyone is safe and well and
that we will all return to school safely.
If you have any questions or would like further
information, please contact Miss J Kossar on
j.kossar@migsg.miet.uk

...cont’d from page 1

“Really pleased and grateful that an alternative learning system was organised so
quickly for the girls during the Corona situation. My daughter continues to learn,
and she works at her own pace -s he’s aiming to get ahead and have extra time
off! It’s a great opportunity to do school and other stuff during this time,
especially in the run up to Ramadan. We’re missing
friends but technology helps to keep everyone
connected. Thanks to all the staff for facilitating things
so quickly, and for the support and accessibility. We
look forward to being back at school but in the
meantime will try and benefit from the situation... and
everything is good for the believer.” - Year 8 parent
“I am really pleased with the support my daughter is getting from her teachers. The
teachers were quick to set up Google classrooms and started giving out class work
from day one.
I would like to congratulate to the head teacher and all staff on their efficiency and
quickness of response in unprecedented circumstances.” - Year 7 parent
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RAMADAN PREPARATION
The sahabah would prepare for Ramadan 6 months before it
came. We held a Ramadan preparation session for the
students months ago, which will hopefully come in handy
now their Ramadan will be in lockdown. Ramadan is one of
the biggest months of the year at MIGSG. Students
started preparing for Ramadan well inn advance,
making actions plans for before and during Ramadan.
May it be blessed for us all.

ENTRANCE EXAMS

FORTHCOMING DATES

There are opportunities available at
MIGSG for parents to apply for a place
for their daughter. Please contact the
school admin office for further
information and details regarding
taking an entrance exam.
Please contact:
admin@mihsg.co.uk / 0161 881 2127
Alternatively, there is information

Summer Term Begins

Tuesday 21st April 2020

Ramadan

Friday 24th April 2020

Bank Holiday

Friday 8th May 2020

School Closes for Ramadan /
Eid & Half Term
School re-opens

Wednesday 13th May 2020
Monday 1st June 2020

End of Summer Term

Friday 17th July 2020

regarding the entrance exam available
on the school website at
www.mihsg.org.uk
Please do inform your family and
friends.
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Hartley Hall - Alexandra Road South - Manchester - M16 8NH
0161 860 7575

55 High Lane - Chorlton - Manchester - M21 9FA
0161 881 2127

Hartley Hall - Alexandra Road South - Manchester - M16 8NH
0161 860 7676

551 Wilmslow Road - Withington - Manchester - M20 4BA
0161 445 5452
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